Alders (Year 5 & 6) Home Learning Spring 1 (Term 3) 2022
Mrs Allen, Mrs Robinson, and Mrs Pearson
Reading:
It is important to read every day where possible. If you are currently reading a book and you have
access to it at home, then please continue to read your chosen book. If you need to access more
reading books, then you can use the link https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/ and use your log in details
to access an e-book that interests you. There is a selection of fiction and non-fiction books in your
age category. You may choose to read the book or listen to it using the audio option. Your class
username and password can be found below.
Username: alders6
Password: Alders6
Please continue to record any reading that you do in your usual reading record.
If you find that you are at home longer, then you could write/ type a book review about one of
your chosen books and send it to us or share it with the class when you are back in school.

Writing:
Complete an ‘exciting write’ description using the following evacuee’s picture during WW2 as a
stimulus.
Aim to write 2 quality paragraphs. Use your senses to really capture the reader’s imagination and
interest as well as a variety of sentence starts, sentence structures and conjunctions. We will look
forward to reading it!

Spelling:
Practise reading the following common exception words from the Year 3 and 4 list as well as the
Year 5 and 6 list.

Pick 10 words that you need to revise/ consolidate spelling from the Year 3 and 4 list. Use a
dictionary (either one you have at home or an online version) and write the definitions of the words
that you have chosen. Try to write some interesting sentences with your chosen words in them.
You can either send your sentences to us or show us when you are back in school.
If you are confident with the Year 3 and 4 list, then make your way through the Year 5 and 6 list
practising spelling 10 words at a time. Like above, find the definitions of the words and try putting
them into interesting sentences to share.

Handwriting:

During Spring Term 1, you will be revising how to form ‘The Curly
Caterpillar Family’ (with a focus on the letters c, a, d, e, s and g) using
continuous cursive handwriting.
Have a go at completing some handwriting sheets either by printing them
off or completing the task on lined paper.
*See handwriting resources at the bottom of the grid.

Y5 Maths:
Practise your arithmetic skills using the short division method for dividing of a 4-digit number by
a 1-digit number. There are 16 calculations to complete below. You can do more if you wish.

Y6 Maths:
Practise your arithmetic skills using the long division method for dividing of a 4-digit number by
a 2-digit number. There are 24 calculations to complete below. You can do more if you wish.

Practise your times table fluency and speed by logging onto your ‘Times Table Rockstar’s’ account.
If you would like to try some maths challenges, then have a go at the following BBC Bitesize
Challenges using the link: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/ztcsm39

Science:
In Science, we are learning about ‘Light’.
Do some research at home about how light travels and how shadows are formed.
You can present this as an information page, diagrams, PowerPoint presentation or another way
if you wish.

R.E:
Our school value for Term 3 is Perseverance. Can you write a prayer that explores this theme? You
could link it to something that has inspired you to persevere, or something else of your choice.

History:
In History, we are learning about World War Two.
Listen and watch the following link about evacuees during WW2.
A Family in Wartime: Evacuation - Bing video

Research more about evacuees using the internet and books. Write 10 facts that you have found
out about evacuees during WW2. This should be presently neatly as a fact page with pictures and
colour.

Art:
In Art, we are studying the artist Andy Warhol and looking at pop art pictures. Have a look at
the pop art picture below. Can you create your own Andy Warhol inspired picture using any
medium that you have available at home?

*Handwriting Resources
Please find the handwriting resources below:

